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Question: 1
Refer to the exhibit to answer the question.

Buyer entities of the marketplace can search and discover sellers and interact with them. The
discovery and interaction processes are very dynamic in nature. Which of the following can
MOST logically be part of the application’s architecture?
A - Validation of XML data
B - XSL matching for the search and discovery
C - XML Query for the search and discovery
D - UDDI for the search and discovery
E - SOAP for communication between various entities
Answer: A, D, E
Question: 2
An application needs to be able to modify the XML document that it is processing1 without
creating a new instance of the document. Which is the BEST technology to use?
A - XSLT
B - SAX
C - DOM
D - DTD
E - Infoset
Answer: C
Question: 3
A group of companies that currently processes purchase orders (POs) using XML has set up a
B2B trading community in order to exchange the POs. Which of the following XML technologies
would provide the MOST benefits?
A - Use published DTD5 to standardize the P0 format.
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B - Use XML Query to retrieve POs from another company’s database.
C - Use XML Infoset to standardize field names between companies.
D - Use XSLT to transform POs to/from internal P0 formats.
Answer: A, D
Question: 4
Which of the Following MUST be present in every SOAP request?
A - SOAP Envelope SOAP Header, SOAP Body
B - SOAP Header, SOAP Body
C - SOAP Envelope, SOAP Body
D - SOAP Envelope, SOAP Header
Answer: C
Question: 5
When is it BEST to use validation in an XML application?
A - The application is being developed but not during production, when performance is more
important
B - The source of the XML data is untrusted
C - Validating stylesheets are used
D - High performance is an important architectural constraint
Answer: B
Question: 6
Refer to the exhibit to answer the question.

Which of the following is MOST likely to be required in the design?
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